• CARCINOGENIC: Children, the elderly and those with compromised health are

most at risk. In 2011 the World Health Organisation (WHO) classified microwave
radiation from wireless devices as a Class 2B possible carcinogen (the same category
as DDT, lead and chloroform).

• NOT GREEN: Trees, plants, animals, birds and bees are all damaged by radiation

from smart meters and other sources of EMF/RF/Wi-Fi. Furthermore, smart meters
are constantly on, using energy ALL THE TIME.

• NO SAVINGS: Increased bills, rather than promised savings, have been reported
worldwide where smart meters are in use.

• NO PRIVACY: Data about your private usage collected from smart meters can be sold
to marketing companies. Also, smart meters are vulnerable to hacking and interference.
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• NOT SAFE: Smart meters have exploded and caused fires. They have also been

shown to interfere with other sensitive electrical devices, such as heart pacemakers.

What Can You Do?

• When you receive correspondence about your meter replacement or upgrade,

contact the Utility company to deny consent for installation of any smart or
wireless meter at your property.
Send Letter of Non-Consent to Utility Companies. Download Letter and more
information at www.notosmart.wordpress.com
Place a sign on your meter box and property denying consent to install.

• Write to your TDs and Councillors telling them that you oppose the installation
of smart meters.

• Tell your neighbours, friends and family about this. Inform your Resident’s Association.
Even if you do not have a smart meter on your property, the radiation from smart
meters in your neighbourhood can adversely affect you and your family.

• BE INFORMED about the dangers of smart meters and other technology using EMF/
RF/Wi-Fi by researching independent reports from scientists, doctors and researchers
the world over. Read about those already affected, those who are campaigning and
petitioning against smart meters and wireless radiation in other countries.
www.notosmart.wordpress.com www.stopsmartmeters.org.uk
www.ehtrust.org www.es-ireland.com
www.bioinitiative.org www.mastsanity.org (smart meter rollout)

SMART METERS ARE NOT MANDATORY
SMART METERS ARE NOT SAFE.
YOU HAVE A LAWFUL RIGHT TO REFUSE THEM.
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In September 2017,The Commission for Regulation of
Utilities announced plans to install Smart Meters in every
home in the country. Existing Gas and Electric analogue
meters are being replaced with smart meters which operate
using pulsed wireless microwave technology. The utility
companies and the Irish Government may not warn you
about these meters and their dangers to you and your family.

What’s Wrong with smart meters?
• NOT HEALTHY: All smart meters emit pulsed microwave radiation that is

detrimental to health. They can emit up to 190,000 intense pulses of microwave
radiation 24/7. A smart meter is a device that transmits your usage data via
microwave radiation.

• HARMFUL: Thousands of published scientific studies have shown serious harmful

effects to people, animals and plants from this wireless radiation. Effects such as
headaches, sleep disorders, fatigue, irritability, nausea, dizziness, nosebleeds, memory
loss, concentration impairment and “microwave hearing” (ie the hum) have all been
widely reported wherever smart meters are installed.

• ILLNESS: Long term exposure to this microwave radiation can result in serious

illnesses such as cancers, depression, Alzheimer’s, ME, auto immune diseases and
more. Many people in Ireland and worldwide are already suffering ill health from
exposure to wireless radiation from wifi, masts, mobile and cordless phones, baby
monitors and other wireless devices. The combined effect of these and radiation
from Smart Meters will lead to more people getting sick. Continued overleaf ...

